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Abstract: Now a day’s huge building infrastructure is the rock bottom must- has contrivance across the globe in 

every walk of life especially in Educational Institutes and corporate buildings. This leads to inter conveyance 

facility in celebutante moving and in general flexibility. In this view motor vehicles are not the option as they 
produce noise and release pollutants. The battery powered vehicles are chosen as their purpose is more strictly 

inside the campus or among the approach roads of various buildings inside the colleges or corporate buildings. But 
this frequent movement of vehicles may cause hindrance to the pedestrians as well to the self in some instances. To 

get the better of, this paper suggests battery powered vehicle alert mechanism. This will adopt omniscient vehicle 

sensors that is controlled and programmed by Arduino (or Raspberry Pi) through recognition of vehicles by 
magnetic field traced from the battery of the vehicles. This will activate the alarm or buzzer that alerts pedestrians 

and other battery powered vehicles passing nearby. This may also help to overcome blowing the horn, intermittent 

unusual movement of vehicles creating difficulty to pedestrians and vice versa. The buzzer/alarm mechanism or 
LED alerts are employed for better output and immediate responsive action. Solutions provided are merely for 

internal approach, but can be apprehended to real time scenario if better throughput is observed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sensors are participatory in all process and development eco systems as they operate on remote parameter sensing, 

capturing, observation, action mechanisms. Real time usage, adoption in versatile applications imparting ecological 

appearance in daily life of human beings by making better decisions in all aspects especially safety and security, 
ease of access and independent behavior of instruments, appliances and mechanical equipment. In this deem field of 

application is commute so as to uphold various characteristic architectural styles REST, RESTful etc. In any of the 
feeling prime need of developing a solution not to be deviated for a wrong choice of sensor.  

There are many road accidents [2] happening in the world creating disturbance in lives of people. This is 

happening because precautions are seriously not considered; detection and avoidance mechanisms are very poor 
even in metro cities. Better decisions will always make life happier, so in four junctions, busy roads, industrial areas 

adoption of vehicle prediction are much safer to reduce loss of life and improving technological uplift. According to 

World Health Organization, latest studies speak around 1.8 million people are suffering in road crashes due to 
various reasons viz, unusual driving skills, abnormal mechanical failures, intermittent automobile interruptions, 

motor ridges etc. In all these aspects, best countries are losing approximately 3% of their gross domestic product. 
More accidents occur to road users like pedestrians, cyclists, walkers, motor cyclists as they are the vulnerable users. 

All these users are approximately in the age of nine to 29 years and from low and middle class income families in 

most of the identified countries as shown in Fig 1. To overcome pitfalls facing better solutions are proposed in 
different technologies with the help of various tools available in Internet of Things, Machine Learning, Deep 

Learning and far more [17][18][19]. Perceptions in choosing sensor are more prominent rather than disseminating 

the prototype design. Collaborative references or external connections are taken much care especially in outward 
designs to withstand wear and tear. So, sensor selection along with its inclusion in module by reserving all external 

factors like climatic conditions is more necessary. Especially in huge campus the sensors are planted in methodical 
locations that are approachable to all stakeholders and working people. This could be little disturbing in such a way 

that unknowingly, people might be the reason for damage of prototype or causation effects will arise. In this regard 

the point of understanding always falls with the best chance for sensors, installation location, clear resilience to 
extreme conditions is prime addressable in multifaceted works by researchers. Also more stress is made on 

geographical characteristics of employing a specific design methodology by majority of the researchers 

[12][14][20].   
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Fig 1: Comprehensive study on effect of vehicles in various Countries 

                   
Fig 2: Flow diagram for parameters in tchnology 

 

A broad view of characteristics, technical support, achievability in terms of design and  methodological aspects are 
shown in Fig 2.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Most of  the authors have made aclear identity in employing the best way of choosing sensors in design 
methodology like magnetometer used for vehicle detection as the sensor is suitable for either the bright side or the 

dark side , but in this aspect a demerit falls in difficulty of  mounting sensor on chip. Some works propose the use of 
ultrasonic sensor in cases of earning accuracy for soft materials attached to it, alongside the disallowance in farther 

distances is also an inevitable situation.  Also radar sensors [1] are applicable for some instances of vehicle detection 

even withstanding adverse conditions but its range is short beside termed as a disadvantage. In some ambient 
requirments optical sensors are chosen in applications like wearable technologies where no direct contact is needed, 

interference of direct operation is observed as a disadvantage. Automotive sensor technologies are upheld with 

driving factors like detecting weight [3], observation of reducing bottom thrust, collision avoidance delivery 
systems, air bags lifting assurance are clear throat discussions made in some of the works. An accident alerting 

system and detection mechanism by dividing road side IoT clusters, providing security and MAC layers 
involvement in greatest infrastructure details in turn relaive adverse effects are reduced. Influx and outflux in human 

body is such a parameter indicating the abnormal behaviour indicating the regular intervention of multiple process 

involving regular entities [6]. Adverse affects in heart conditions leads to prediction of accidents to overcome huge 
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losses [7].  
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                                                                                        Fig 3:  Pin diagram of Hall Effect Sensor 

 

 

           Fig 4: Functional Diagram of Hall Effect sensor 

 

Espicially in Automobile industry ease of applications made Hall Effect sensor applicable as alternate of temerature 

control valve for balancing the cool engine parameters [5]. In land vehicle transporting mechanisms the sensors 

epmloyed for design of alert mechanism is achieving better solution set up for creating responses in a well effective 

manner in order to overcome percitipious entry of pedestrains and vehicles. Aggressions of mechanical perceptivity 

could be handled by inverting clear accelerometer in this design methodology. In another corner the behavioural 

analysis, design and integration of Hall effect sensors[4] are assesed in veracity for Hall voltage, sensitivity, offset 

[11] [13] [15] [16], temperature and residual drift. At the end of this work the concluding remarks are refered with 

behavioural and prediction in different Hall cell types. Some other studies hall effect sensors are experimented in 

four directions like Single Hall effect Sensor,  5- array hall effect sensor, 4- crossing hall effect sensor,4- array hall 

effect sensors. These results in understanding the influences in direction  and position of hall effect sensors. 

Concludiing remarks in these four direction experiments were given in obtaining optimum results by selecting the 

position of placement of hall effect sensor in various applications. Some prototype designs convey methodologies to 

overcome the road accidents while inconvineance of reading or understanding the sign boards. Here too hall effect 

sensors will try to adopt the detection of vehicles in vicinity of magnetic fields. Unattended magnetization inorder to 

approve and assess the performance measurement of sensors, performance observation, performance identification 

to detect and prevent the vehicle crashes. Closest point approach is calculated as an identification point in order to 

verse the fixation  and overcoming the clear regulation and care of the land vehicles. Magnetoresistive sensors are 

attaining much interest in order to consume less power towards unmaned vehicles. Here too hall effect sensors are 

applicable in clear thought of investigation for UAV’s [8][9][10] and comparitive results were given in terms of 
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accuracy, enery and temperature variation. Many researchers worked in identifying, detecting and alerting vehicles 

in busy areas to avoid mishap and cause of accidents. This is best enactment using various sensors in versatile 

design methods employing classes of sensors. For instance vehicle detection is possible with magnetometer that 

really helps in getting better through put but mounting on chip is difficult. This includes the smart foot wear, smart 

watch; household accessories, ovens, smart vehicles and every non living thing/ accessory interacted with the cloud, 

and analyzing and evaluating thereafter. The pin diagram and functional diagram of Hall Effect Sensor is shown in 

the Fig 3 and Fig 4. 

 

3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

In general the design methodology for on campus vehicle movement makes use of sensor for vehicle presence along 

with the LED/ buzzer/ alarm to show the near approach of vehicles. In this view the pedestrians will be able to know 

the nearby arrival and can make sure of the unwanted ruptures. The working model for real time implementation is 

shown in the Fig 6 that includes the sensor to recognize the magnetic field induced and its resemblance is shown 

through the LED. The Fig 7 depicts the block diagram of vehicle detection of Hall Effect sensor, Arduino Board and 

LED. The similar real time usage is shown in Fig 5 that recognizes the road vehicles in turn applies the enabling of 

lights attached to the circuit. The physical model shown in the Fig 8 takes a view of a junction in the connected campus 

where two sensors are embedded on a sheet for identifying the vehicle approachability. Here it is necessary to 

understand the need of multiple sensors, that is the because of the less range of sensors used in the design. As we can 

see the top layer is implanted with sensors and black sheet is termed as roads and the connections are made in such a 

way the Arduino board is communicating with the sensors in parallel. 

 

                                
 
                                                                         Fig 5: Snapshot of Lights responding to sensor 

 

 

Fig 6: Opaque View of Magnetic Induction in a Motor Vehicle  

 



 

                                       

           Fig 7: Block Diagram of Omniscient Vehicle Sensor 

 

  

 

            Fig 8: Design Model of Omniscient Vehicle Sensor 

Once the vehicles are identified upon detection of induced magnetic field beyond a threshold value, then the control 

action can be immersed upon requirement. The magnetic field impulse is generally acted upon the pressure applied 
on the accelerator blade of the four wheelers as shown in the Fig 6. So, the main opportunity is to apply the 

complete process on the four wheeler vehicles on the approach roads between the buildings inside the campus. The 

similar deployment is possible in real time by implanting the sensors under the ground at certain distances. The 
distance measured marked for multiple sensor installation is based on the threshold values of the sensors. In 

industrial applications high end sensors with better response time, threshold and efficiency are used to achieve best 
results because of the frequent movement of vehicles due to integrated processes among the multiple production 

units. More certainly threshold values are much more critical so as to enact the responsive measures between the 

sensors, in turn integrating resultant activities in order to gather the creation alerts. 

4. RESULTS 

In the design methodology couple of Magneto-meters has been installed as shown in the Fig 9 below: Sensor is 

shown with LED’s shown opposite of the sensors and it is remarkable to share the glowing of Magneto meter 1 
(MM1) or Magneto Meter 2 (MM2). Similarly in the other Fig 10 if the magnetic field is induced near to Magneto 

meter 1(MM1) or Magneto Meter 2(MM2) the LED ‘s connected in respect to the sensors are activated and 
indication is made for presence or approaching of vehicles. 

 

 



 

4.1. FINDING 1 

The output graph shown in Fig 11 the proper balancing of sensors working in reference of vehicles active magnetic 
field. It is also observed that the same kind of results is obtained in respective areas of implementation viz four road 

junctions, building cross over, zebra crossings across the parking areas. 

 

Fig 9: Design Model for MM1- MM2 of Omniscient Vehicle Sensor      Fig 10: Design Model for MM1- MM2 LED resemblance 

 

  
 

Fig 11: MM1 – graph with respect to MM2 - graph 

4.2. FINDING 2 

The below Fig 12 and 13 depicts the influence of magnetic field induced across the lanes and its effect in LED’s. 

Figure shows the identification nearer to the field of magnetism whereas the figure shows the far detection and 
resemblance of magnetic field induced and its unchanged closure on the Hall Effect sensors.  

Fig 12: Design Model for MM2- MM1 of Omniscient                            Fig 13: Design Model for MM2- MM1 LED resemblance  

                                   Vehicle Sensor     



 

The output graph in Fig14 gives results the effect of Magnetometer1 towards Magnetometer 2 whereas graph in 

figure shows the significance of Magnetometer 2 to Magnetometer 1. 
 

Fig 14: MM2 – graph with respect to MM1 - graph 

4.3. FINDING 3 

Amongst all the discussed and detailed results and findings, even though many sensors are applicable for 

addressing the problem in much better and simpler way, Hall Effect Sensors are employed in this work due to its 
approachability and better results. This is exactly true and the differential understanding could be mentioned 

clearly in the Table 1 below under various situations and scenarios. Also the alert mechanism can be distinguished 

in order to approve better results, reliability and usage. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

TABLE I: EPITOME OF SENSOR SELECTION AND ITS COMPARISION 

 
Type(s) 

of Sensor 
Reliability Applicability Results No. of 

Sensors 
used 

Hall Effect 

Sensor 

H Suitable Accurate As 

required 

Proximity 
Sensor 

L Only for 

local 

boundaries 

Unpredict
able 

Massive 

Ultrasonic 

Distance 
Sensor 

M Shorter 

range 

Unpredict

able 

NA 

Motion 
Sensor 

L NA Unpredict
able 

NA 

Pressure 
Sensor 

L NA Unpredict
able 

NA 

H- High, L-Low, M- Moderate, NA- Not Applicable 

5. CONCLUSION 

As the transport conveyance is a mandate need in large spread campus of educational institutes, 
software firms and other sector domains; this paper shows an economical and fruitful solution that 

overcomes the problems raised. The Hall Effect sensors used will predict the magnetic field induced 

from the motor / battery vehicles and raise an alarm or buzzer that alerts the pedestrians to give a safe 
passage without creating any disturbance. Also comparative statement and study is made at the end of 

the paper to show case the differentiation among various sensors, its implementation, reliability, 

applicability and some other factors.  
 

6. FUTURE SCOPE 

In future the working prototype can be properly replicated in huge campus environments by installing the 



 

sensors under the ground. The sensors are connected either wired/ wireless for transfer of information i.e. 

communication is through various wired/ wireless technologies. Besides the data collection, analysis and 

prediction can also be done with sound technologies and tools. Much more data analysis is applicable with 

collection tools along with versatile cloud storage mechanisms. 
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